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Abstract 
Acousto-Optic Tunable Filters are used in many applications where their fast agile tuning characteristics can be used to 
advantage. In addition, their ability to conserve spatial-coherence is useful in specialist applications, for example with single-
mode optical fibres. Since, as is common with most AO devices, AOTFs generally use a travelling acoustic wave, the diffracted 
beam is frequency-shifted by an amount that is essentially equal to the RF drive frequency. This can be inconvenient, especially 
in applications where the AOTF is deployed in a multi pass configuration such as a recirculating-ring or laser-cavity. Often in 
such configurations a second AO device (usually similar to the first) is deployed in such a way so as to compensate for the 
frequency-shift. For an AO device using the isotropic AO interaction this is relatively straightforward since there is a symmetry 
about the device and interaction. However, an AOTF uses the anisotropic interaction which is asymmetric, and this is frequently 
further complicated by the inclusion of pointing-stability compensation. This compensation is usually achieved by cutting an 
appropriate angled wedge on the back (exit) face of the AOTF. 
We describe and characterise a pair of matched AOTFs operating in opposite quadrants of the “K-space” diagram that when 
combined have true reciprocity and give a net zero frequency shift whilst maintaining excellent pointing-stability. Any minor 
deviations in manufacture are self-compensated making these components ideal for use within a single-mode fibre network, or 
laser cavity. Furthermore, small controlled frequency-shifts (up to about 10kHz) may be introduced with little or no detriment to 
the alignment of the system, or indeed the throughput when pigtailed between two single mode optical fibres. 
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1. Introduction 
An Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter (AOTF) is an optical device consisting of an appropriate acousto-optical 
material - usually single-crystal TeO2 - to which a suitable acoustic transducer is fixed. An optical passband is 
created within a pre-determined range when one or more RF frequencies are applied to the acoustic transducer. The 
transducer launches bulk acoustic waves into the crystal essentially forming a moving 3D diffraction grating. The 
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frequency of the RF waveform controls the spacing of the induced refractive index grating and hence determines the 
optical wavelength at which optical diffraction will occur. If a beam of white light is incident on such a filter, 
application of one or more RF signals will determine the parts of the broadband spectrum which will be diffracted. 
Diffracted light corresponds to the selected band of filtered light, and exits the AOTF at a different angle from the 
residual “zero-order” or un-diffracted light, which enables separation of wanted and unwanted beams. 
In general there will be a frequency-shift associated with the diffracted order, either upshift or downshift 
depending upon the configuration of the interaction. The amount of shift will be equal in magnitude to the RF drive 
frequency applied to the transducer. For most applications involving an AOTF it is generally an unlooked-for but 
irrelevant effect since the shift is small when compared to the optical frequency. In other applications, notably 
optical sensing, this frequency shift is used to provide a carrier as an aid to signal processing.  However, for 
applications where there are multiple-passes through the AOTF, for example when it is used to tune a laser, the 
frequency-shift can lead to problems. This is because each passage induces a frequency shift of the same sign (ie 
either upshift or downshift) resulting in a series of incremental-shifts (one unit of shift for each round trip of a 
photon). 
2. Theory 
The basic AO interaction (refer to any recognized text on 
Acousto-Optics, eg Goutzoulis & Pape1 or Xu & Stroud2) is best 
understood by reference to the “k-vector diagram” (figure 1) 
showing the operation of an AOTF idealized to plane wave 
conditions. Here, ki is the incident light momentum vector, kd the 
diffracted light momentum vector and Ka the acoustic (phonon) 
momentum vector. Strong diffraction occurs when the momentum 
triangle is closed; ie 
ki ± Ka = kd      1 
thus an “o-polarised” beam is diffracted to “e-polarisation” or vice-
versa. From conservation of energy principles1 it follows that    
fd = fi ± fa      2 
so the optical frequency is Doppler-shifted either up or down 
depending on the direction of Ka. 
 
 
Most AOTFs are designed to operate at or close to the parallel-tangents condition (I C Chang)2 - (sometimes 
loosely referred to as non-collinear), giving them a wide field of view and making them simpler to align. Since the 
output angle of the diffracted beam would normally scan as the AOTF is tuned, the output face is generally polished 
at a specific angle (that is not parallel to the input face) so that the material dispersion compensates for the beam-
steering. This is especially important if the device is coupled to an optical component with a restricted 
aperture/field-of-view – for example an optical fibre.  
For most AO devices (eg AO modulators etc), the frequency-shift may be nulled by cascading a second similar 
device but with the acoustic direction reversed. In fact, this also applies to AOTFs, provided that there is no 
compensation for beam-steering (ie opposite optical faces are polished to be parallel). However, although the exiting 
beams will remain parallel, the scanning effect means that a lateral-shift (proportional to the separation distance 
between the 2 AOTFs and also dependent upon the drive frequency) will be introduced destroying any precise 
alignment. It is the added complication of the change of polarisation that leads to the incorrect input angle if an 
exactly-similar AOTF is “flipped” in order to achieve the reverse in acoustic direction. If one attempts to reverse-
pass the diffracted beam through the same AOTF, although alignment will be conserved the frequency-shift will be 
doubled instead of being nulled-out. 
Figure 1 
AOTF interaction shown in “k-space”
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3. Execution 
In order to simultaneously null the frequency-shift and maintain alignment we have designed and built a matched-
pair of AOTFs. Each pair consists of two identical AO cells, but with opposite acoustic directions. The basic AOTF 
design was conservative, being in TeO2 operating at parallel-tangents with an acoustic direction rotated by 75·3º 
with respect to the optic axis. The tuning-range was 1·5μm—2·6μm (figure 2). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 is the k-vector diagram of the AOTF matched pair. The 
portion of the diagram corresponding to the action of AOTF#1 is 
shown on the top right-hand quadrant. In particular the incident rays 
(ki) and the diffracted rays (kd) correspond the those in figure 1. The 
acoustic K-vector (Ka) is shown joining the incident and diffracted 
k-vectors in figure 1b, and the direction is normal to the transducer 
in AOTF#1, representing the direction of the acoustic phase 
velocity. The diffracted e-light from AOTF#1 enters AOTF#2. 
AOTF#2 is essentially the same as AOTF#1 except that it is rotated 
180º around the normal to the diagram so that the [001] direction is 
reversed and the input face is parallel to the output face of AOTF#1. 
Compared to AOTF#1, the projection of Ka onto the incident k-
vector is preserved, causing the frequency shift to occur in a sense 
opposite to that of AOTF#1. Essentially this is an unfolded arrangement for a forward/reverse-pass AOTF with the 
acoustic direction reversed for the reversed optical direction. 
 
In summary, for AOTF#1: conversion is o to e with Ka.ki<0;   for AOTF#2: conversion is e to o with Ka.ki<0 
 
If we were to simply reverse-pass a single AOTF (ignoring subtleties such as pointing compensation), the forward 
pass would be o to e, with Ka.ki<0 and the reverse pass would be e to o with Ka.ki>0, so by reversing both the 
optical direction AND the acoustic direction, we have ensured that Ka.ki doesn’t change sign on the return pass, 
therefore allowing the frequency shifts to cancel out instead of doubling. 
So that each “set” would be as similar in form as possible, matched pairs were chosen fabricated from the same 
polished brick; we designed the brick to yield 4 AO cells – two of each type. After having the optical and transducer 
faces polished the brick was sawn into two sub-bricks each yielding two AO cells. At this point, transducers were 
bonded to opposite faces so that the acoustic directions were opposite; to within the transducer face parallelism 
tolerance which had a high degree of accuracy, certainly <20” and in reality <5”. 
In operation, to achieve a zero net frequency-shift it is desirable that a single oscillator is used, and its output split 
into 2 with a 3dB coupler. A matched pair of AOTFs was tested for functionality, both individually and in tandem 
using the arrangement shown in figure 4; they behaved as predicted. Small net frequency shifts may also be obtained 
by off-setting the two drive frequencies – a well understood technique. This will offset the two optical passbands so 
that the resultant transmission will be attenuated and at the same time the net passband width will be narrowed, so 
that the frequency-difference will be limited in effect by the AOTF resolution. The maximum frequency difference is 
Figure 3 
Null-shift AOTF interaction shown in “k-space” 
Figure 2   
AOTF predicted tuning curve (a) 
and predicted resolution (b) 
(a)  (b)  
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determined by the AOTF design. A high centre frequency and/or wide passband will permit a larger frequency 
offset. A difference of up to 100kHz is achievable whilst maintaining reasonable net diffraction efficiency for our 
specification of AOTF (figure 5). 
3.1. Further Work 
A pair of AOTFs have been incorporated into a fibre-laser to enable rapid tuning across a relatively broad 
wavelength range. The results will be reported elsewhere (Shardlow et al)4. 
The two AOTFs could be combined into a single monolithic structure by bonding transducers to opposite 
(parallel) faces and vertically off-setting them so that the acoustic beams do not overlap. This is in fact “unfolding” 
the configuration described above by reversing the optical direction for the second-pass. Although the same effect 
could be obtained by simply bonding one cell on top of the other such that their crystal directions are parallel, the 
monolithic approach has the advantage that the crystal directions would inherently be perfectly aligned. In addition, 
any temperature differential between the two AOTFs would be minimised or even eliminated. 
Finally, this approach is applicable for other configurations of AOTFs including Quasi-Collinear. However, for 
this particular case the fact that the sound is reflected form non parallel optical faces will complicate the design. 
4. Conclusions 
We have shown that a matched pair of AOTFs with reversed acoustic directions may be fabricated from a 
common (oriented and polished) block of TeO2. Such a pair will have a net-zero frequency-shift and excellent 
pointing stability when correctly aligned and driven at the same frequency. 
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Figure 5 
Relative diffraction 
efficiency for double-pass 
arrangement with frequency 
separation of 100kHz 
Figure 4 
RF arrangement for exact null-shift
